Failure and Dilatancy Properties of Sand
at Relatively Low Stresses
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Abstract: Analysis of geotechnical problems concerned by low confinement such as design of shallow foundations and analysis of slope
stability and soil liquefaction requires modeling of the soil behavior at low stresses. This note includes a laboratory study of the behavior
of Hostun RF sand at low cell pressure 共20– 50 kPa兲. Isotropic and triaxial compression drained tests were performed. Drained tests show
that both failure and dilatancy angles at low stresses are stress dependent. The contractive/dilative phase transition is observed for loose
sand, which may result from the overconsolidated nature of this sand for low values of cell pressure.
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Introduction
Modeling the soils behavior at low stresses is of major interest
for the design of geotechnical structures concerned by low confinement, such as shallow foundations, slopes, tunnels, and
geotechnical structures concerned by either static or cyclic liquefaction. The behavior of granular materials at low stresses presents also a major interest for chemical, pharmaceutical, or food
industries concerned by storage and flow problems of powders
and granular materials 共Lancelot and Shahrour 1994兲.
The resistance and dilatancy of soils at low stresses was investigated by Ponce and Bell 共1971兲 and Fukushima and Tatsuoka
共1984兲. Triaxial tests performed by Ponce and Bell 共1971兲 show
that the decrease in the cell pressure leads to a strong increase in
both friction and dilatancy angles. These authors suggest the existence of an apparent cohesion between sand grains at low
stresses. This apparent cohesion in sand can also be interpreted
with a curved strength envelope suggesting increasing angle of
friction at lower stresses. Fukushima and Tatsuoka 共1984兲 observed a small variation in both friction and dilatancy angles for a
cell pressure in the range 1 – 20 kPa; they did not observe cohesion for sand at low stresses.
This note includes a presentation of isotropic and triaxial tests
performed on Hostun RF sand at low stresses 共20 and 50 kPa兲.
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Discussion of experimental results and their comparison with
tests performed at conventional cell pressure 共50– 400 kPa兲 allow
a better understanding of the influence of the confining pressure
on the plastic properties of sand, mainly for friction and dilatancy
angles.

Experimental Procedure
The determination of mechanical properties of sands at low
stresses encounters specific technical problems, mainly for
sample preparation and stress and strain measurements. A detailed
description of the experimental procedure used in this study is
presented in Al Mahmoud 共1997兲. The triaxial testing equipment
was fitted with low friction platens, to minimize strain localization during shearing. The force transducer was placed inside the
triaxial cell underneath the sample. Cell pressure 共respectively,
backpressure兲 was controlled by a digital pressure-volume controller 共Menzies 1988兲 within a 0 – 2 MPa range 共respectively,
0 – 400 kPa兲 with 1 kPa resolution 共respectively, 0.1 kPa兲. Sample
volume change was measured with a 1 mm3 resolution using the
backpressure controller. Tests were performed with backpressures
ranging from 250 to 300 kPa with a Skempton’s B parameter
greater than 0.96. The extra radial stress due to membrane stiffness was taken into account. Considering membranes as thin elastic cylinders undergoing the same deformations as the sample, the
radial extra stress caused by the deforming membrane can be
computed as 共Fukushima and Tatsuoka 1984兲
⌬rm =

− 2Emtm
d

共1兲

where Em = membrane Young modulus 共1.3 MPa兲; t = membrane
thickness 共0.2 mm兲; d = sample diameter 共varying during test,
initial diameter 70 mm兲; and m = membrane orthoradial strain,
supposed equivalent to sample radial strain.
Tests were performed on Hostun RF sand, which is
a subangular medium sand 共D50 = 0.471 mm, Cu= 2.26,
␥s = 25.96 kN/ m3, emin = 0.575, and emax = 0.943兲. Samples were
prepared by pouring a known mass of air dry sand in the mold, by
deposition with a spoon for loose samples, in five lifts each
tamped using a steel rammer for dense samples.
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Table 1. Initial Properties of Tested Samples

Test
code
ISO
CID1
CID2
CID3
CID4
CID5
CID6
CID7
CID8
FS1

Test type

Initial
confining
stress 0⬘
共kPa兲

Initial
void
ratio e
共—兲

Relative
density ID
共—兲

10
20
50
100
200
400
20
50
100
200

0.897
0.901
0.884
0.880
0.868
0.852
0.610
0.614
0.614
0.895

0.124
0.115
0.161
0.171
0.205
0.247
0.904
0.894
0.894
0.130

Isotropically consolidated
drained triaxial
compression tests

Failure surface test

Experimental Results
The experimental program included an isotropic compression test,
drained triaxial compression tests performed on loose samples at
five values of the cell pressure 共20, 50, 100, 200, and 400 kPa兲,
triaxial compression tests conducted on dense samples at three
values of the cell pressure 共20, 50, and 100 kPa兲 and a particular
test performed on a loose sample for the determination of the
failure curve. Table 1 summarizes the experimental program; it
also provides the initial characteristics of tested samples.
Hydrostatic Compression Test
Results of the hydrostatic compression test carried out on a loose
sample 共ID = 0.124兲 are illustrated in Fig. 1. It can be observed
that the isotropic normal compression line for loose Hostun
sand is reached for relatively high stresses. The slope of this
line is equal to Cc = 0.115, whereas the slope of the “elastic rebound” line is Cs = 0.02. The preconsolidation pressure ⬘c can be
estimated to 300 kPa, which means that the sample preparation
procedure used in this study leads, even for loose sand, to an
overconsolidated material in the low stress range.
Triaxial Compression Tests
Fig. 2 shows triaxial tests conducted on loose 共ID mean value of
0.180兲 and dense 共ID mean value of 0.897兲 samples for a cell
pressure ranging between 20 and 100 kPa. A stress peak can be
observed for dense sand. However no shear band was observed

Fig. 2. Drained triaxial tests for Hostun RF sand for confining
pressures of 20 kPa 共open circle⫽loose, closed circle⫽dense兲,
50 kPa 共open square⫽loose, closed square⫽dense兲, and 100 kPa
共open triangle⫽loose, closed triangle⫽dense兲

and sample bulging remained unnoticeable until approximately
8% axial strain. No stress peak occurs for loose samples and
bulging appeared even later 共10–12% axial strain兲. A vanishing
stiffness can be observed for both loose and dense samples. The
evolution of volumetric strain shows a transition between contracting and dilating behavior. It can be seen that loose sand
exhibits first a contracting behavior followed by a low dilatation;
the latter can be attributed to the sand overconsolidation at this
level of stress, as shown on the isotropic test presented in Fig. 1.
No constant volume deformation is observed, although for dense
samples an inflexion can be noticed in the variation of the volumetric strain for axial strains corresponding roughly to stress
peak, indicating a decrease in the sample dilating rate from this
state onwards.

Failure and Dilatancy Properties of Hostun Sand
at Low Stresses
Angle of Friction and Failure Surface

Fig. 1. Isotropic test on loose Hostun RF sand

The fact that the friction angle depends on the confining stress is
generally admitted in the literature. Tests conducted by Kolymbas
and Wu 共1990兲 on Karlsruhe sand and those carried out on Hostun
RF sand show similar trends 共Fig. 3兲. However Fukushima and
Tatsuoka 共1984兲 observed on Toyoura sand a low dependency of
the friction angle on the cell pressure for confining stresses
smaller than 10 kPa.
Lo and Chu 共1993兲 proposed a special testing procedure for a
one-test determination of the failure curve. The sample is loaded
along a drained path until a state of stress close to the failure
surface 共deviator stress close to maximum兲. Then the sample is
loaded with an imposed dilation rate in such a way that a pore
pressure increase is generated, which induces a decrease in the
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / DECEMBER 2006 / 1397

Fig. 3. Influence of confining pressure on maximum friction
angle for different sands: Hostun 共open square⫽loose, closed
square⫽dense兲, Karlsruhe 共open triangle⫽loose, closed triangle
⫽dense兲, adapted from Kolymbas and Wu, 1990兲, and Toyoura 共open
circle⫽loose, closed circle⫽dense, adapted from Fukushima and
Tatsuoka, 1984兲

effective mean pressure p⬘. The state of stress in the p⬘ – q plane
attains the failure surface and subsequently remains on this surface during shearing 共see Fig. 4 for test FS1 with 200 kPa initial
cell pressure and an imposed dilation rate of −1兲. In the p⬘ – q
plane, the failure line can be traced back from a mean pressure of
200 kPa to virtually 0. Stress paths followed in drained tests on
loose sand have been added in Fig. 4 and the points of maximum
state of stress show a good agreement with the FS1 curve.
In addition to the fact that the failure curve is nonlinear, it is
shown that this curve passes through the origin of the stress axes,
which shows the absence of cohesion for sand.
Dilatancy
The dilatancy angle  is defined by the relation tan共兲
= −共␦v / ␦1兲. Fig. 5 illustrates the variation of the maximum dilatancy angle 共⌿max兲 with cell pressure for several sands. It can be
observed that max depends both on initial density and cell pressure. For loose sand, a contracting behavior 共⌿max ⬍ 0兲 is observed for high cell pressures, whereas for low cell pressure a
dilating behavior is observed with low values of max. Larger
dilatancy values are observed for dense samples with a strong
influence on the cell pressure.
According to Rowe 共1962兲 dilatancy can be related to internal
friction as follows:

Fig. 4. One-test failure line for loose Hostun RF sand

Fig. 5. Influence of confining pressure on max for Hostun
sand 共open square⫽loose, closed square⫽dense兲, Karlsruhe sand
共open triangle⫽loose, closed triangle⫽dense, adapted from
Kolymbas and Wu 1990兲 and Toyoura sand 共open circle⫽loose,
closed circle⫽dense, adapted from Fukushima and Tatsuoka 1984兲
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册
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where the subscript c means critical 共effective stress ratio for a
zero dilatancy rate兲. Fig. 6 shows that for drained tests, the slope
of the best fit line is equal to 3.6, corresponding to a critical
friction angle ⬘c = 34°. For quartz sands, a typical value of 33° is
reported for the critical friction angle 共Bolton 1986兲. For Hostun
RF sand, values between 30 and 32° were reported for ⬘c 共Biarez
and Ziani 1991 and Konrad et al. 1991兲. Fig. 6 shows that the
ultimate stress states for tests conducted at low cell pressures lie
above the best fit line. However this apparent stress dependency
of ⬘c can actually be the consequence of postfailure strain localization, which for a given initial density is more likely to occur
for low confining pressures.
Critical State
The critical state theory stipulates that for large strains, the state
of a soil element tends toward a unique surface in a void ratio
e—mean pressure p⬘—deviator stress q space, called the critical
state surface 共Roscoe et al. 1958兲.
Fig. 7 shows results of triaxial drained tests in the e – log共p⬘兲
diagram 共dots designate ultimate states兲. Ultimate states for tests
CID3–CID5 共conventional confining stresses 100– 400 kPa兲 fall
on a line almost parallel to the normal compression line 共NCL兲
obtained in isotropic test. Note that Biarez and Hicher 共1994兲,
based on many tests on various sands, propose as an approximate

Fig. 6. Rowe’s relationship 共1962兲 between dilatancy and internal
friction in Hostun RF sand at low pressures
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Fig. 7. End points for low stress tests, relative to normal
consolidation line. Dashed line⫽approximate location of critical
state line adapted from Biarez and Hicher 共1994兲.
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extra radial stress due to membrane stiffness;
axial strain;
volumic strain;
membrane orthoradial strain;
effective consolidation stress;
effective confining stress;
major principal stress; axial stress;
minor principal stress; radial stress;
internal angle of friction;
internal angle of friction at constant volume;
internal angle of friction at critical state;
large strain internal angle of friction;
peak internal angle of friction;
dilatancy angle; and
dilatancy angle for peak deviator stress.

Subscripts
location for the critical state line the line passing through the
points 共0.1 MPa, emax兲 and 共50 MPa, emin兲, which is represented
as a dashed line on Fig. 7. Tests CID3–CID5 end up close to this
line. However it is observed that the distance from ultimate states
to the NCL increases with the decrease in cell pressure and the
augmentation of sand density. It can be admitted 共e.g., Biarez and
Hicher 1994兲 that if the line joining the ultimate states is not
parallel to NCL, these points do not correspond to critical state,
probably because of strain localization. As this situation is indeed
observed in Fig. 7, no conclusion should be drawn for critical
state at low stresses from the present data.

Conclusion
This note included an experimental study of the behavior of
Hostun RF sand at low stresses 共20– 50 kPa兲. It provides valuable
data for the calibration of constitutive relations at low stresses.
Comparison of tests performed at low stresses with those conducted at conventional stresses 共100– 400 kPa兲 shows that at low
stresses, the friction and dilatancy angles are stress dependent. A
contracting/dilating behavior is observed even for loose sand,
which may result from the overconsolidation nature of samples
tested at low stresses.

Notation
The following symbols are used in this technical note:
B ⫽ Skempton’s parameter;
Cc ⫽ sand compression index;
Cs ⫽ sand swelling index;
Em ⫽ rubber membrane Young modulus;
e ⫽ void ratio;
ID ⫽ density index;
p⬘ ⫽ 共⬘1 + 2⬘3兲 / 3; mean effective stress;
q ⫽ 1⬘ − 3⬘; deviator stress;
t ⫽ rubber membrane thickness;

c ⫽ critical, corresponds to zero dilatancy rate.
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